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Curt Anders Books is proud to announce the
release of Powerlust: Radicalism in the Civil
War Era 1850-1875 by Curt Anders.
“ ‘We, the People of the United States…’ do not really like each other very much.”
So begins Curt Anders’ latest book which delves into the
events, motives and consequences of radicalism among
President Lincoln’s closest advisors and influential politicos during the pre- and post-Civil War Era.
“By God, the sooner he is assassinated, the better!”
So declared Senator Ben Wade of Ohio — an ultra Radical
Republican — regarding Abraham Lincoln on Wednesday,
April 12, 1865. On Friday night the President was shot.

Actually, the Radicals had nothing to do with the President’s
murder. But since 1850, their desire to control the country,
a desire Anders has coined as “powerlust” had driven them,
even to the point of placing their own agendas above the
welfare of the nation. Now, with Lincoln dead and Andrew
Johnson replacing him, Radicalism had gained a seemingly
unshakable opportunity to control federal policy for Reconstruction. “By all the gods,” Wade told his fellow Radicals,
“there will be no trouble now in running the government.”
These and many equally shocking incidents fill the pages
of Powerlust. For years Anders had encountered the
Radicals in book after book he read, but never anything
that traced the emergence of Radicalism, detailed its
malignant effects, or explained what made Radicals such
as Ben Wade, Thaddeus Stevens, Charles Sumner, Edwin
Stanton and others tick.
The answer, Anders suggests, was powerlust — hence
this book, which begins to fill the void in Americans’
understanding of Radicalism.
This is a tale of mystery and intrigue, of back room
politics worthy of front page scandal, a new president is
under siege from radicals with misguided motives while a
broken nation tries to heal. Powerlust is a must-read for
Civil War buffs and political junkies, one that reinforces
the notion that there’s nothing new in the way America
governs.
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may be ordered through the author’s website www.curtandersbooks.com, or call toll free 1(800)247-6553.
Visitors to the website may also view/download selected
excerpts from the book.
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Curt Anders passed away
in 2010. He was a native
Texan, a graduate of the
United States Military
Academy at West Point, and
held a master’s degree from
Columbia University. He
was an infantry rifle commander during the first year
of the Korean War.
Throughout his life, Mr.
Anders authored several books on military and political
history focusing on the American Civil War. He lived in
the Hudson Highlands in upstate New York..
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